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Abstract. Recent work in robotics has applied formal verification tools to automatically generate correct-by-construction controllers for autonomous robots.
However, when it is not possible to create such a controller, these approaches do
not provide the user with feedback on the source of failure, making the experience
of debugging a specification somewhat ad hoc and unstructured, and a source of
frustration for the user. This paper describes an extension to the LTLMoP toolkit
for robot mission planning that encloses the control-generation process in a layer
of automated reasoning to identify the cause of failure, and targets the users attention to flawed portions of the specification.
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Introduction

High-level robot control is a topic of current research in robotics. The goal is to automatically generate controllers for autonomous robots to achieve desired high-level behavior involving a non-trivial sequence of actions, such as, “collect all my socks from
the apartment floor and put them in the laundry bag”. Recent work in robotics [11, 15]
has applied efficient synthesis techniques [12] to automatically generate provably correct, closed loop, low-level robot controllers that satisfy high-level behaviors specified
in temporal logic. A discrete abstraction of the workspace is used, and the robot goals
and environment assumptions are described using Linear Temporal Logic, which can
express a rich set of infinite behaviors. The generated continuous robot controllers are
provably correct in that the closed loop system they form is guaranteed, by construction, to satisfy the desired specification when the robot operates in an environment that
satisfies the modeled assumptions.
However, such synthesis-based approaches present the user with no feedback when
synthesis is impossible, i.e., when there exists an environment in which the robot fails to
achieve the desired behavior – we call such a specification unsynthesizable. An unsynthesizable specification is either unsatisfiable, in which case the robot cannot achieve
the desired behavior in any environment, or unrealizable, in which case there exist environments that can thwart the robot. When the specification is unsynthesizable, the
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above approaches fail to produce the desired behavior, but do not provide the user with
a source of failure, or suggest changes that would allow synthesis of a controller. In
addition, even when synthesis is possible, the generated automaton may fail to produce
the desired behavior for reasons that involve unsatisfiability or unrealizability of the
environment assumptions. This can make the experience of debugging a specification
somewhat ad hoc and unstructured, and a source of frustration. This paper describes a
procedure for enclosing the control-generation process in a layer of automated reasoning that focuses the cause of failure and targets the users attention to relevant portions
of the specification. We present a method of narrowing down the source of unsynthesizability in specifications that can be represented as GR(1) formulas in LTL.
The debugging procedure described in this paper is implemented within Linear
Temporal Logic MissiOn Planning (LTLMoP)[8], an open source, modular, Pythonbased toolkit that allows users to input structured English specifications describing
high-level robot behavior, and automatically generates and implements the relevant
hybrid controllers using the approach of [11]; the synthesized controllers can be embedded within a simulator or used with physical robots. The most recent version of
LTLMoP can be downloaded online1 . There has been considerable previous work on
analyzing unsatisfiable and unrealizable LTL formulas [2, 4–6, 14]. Our work is most
closely related to that of [9], who present an interactive tool, RATSY [3] for demonstrating specification unrealizability. The debugging procedure we implement for LTLMoP
differs from RATSY in that rather than allowing the user to explore counterexamples, it
provides explicit information about specification components in the context of the robot
control problem. We highlight flawed portions of the user-defined specification (either
desired system behavior or environment assumptions), and identify cases of unexpected
behavior that specifically affect this domain, such as trivial solutions.

2

Technical Overview

We first review some preliminaries relating to the application of formal methods to highlevel robot control, and outline LTLMoP’s controller-synthesis procedure (depicted in
Fig. 1). We consider a robot functioning in a continuous environment. The robot reacts to the environment as perceived through its sensor inputs, and chooses from a set
of actions including moving between adjacent locations. The tasks themselves include
infinite behaviors such as visiting locations or performing actions infinitely often.
Applying formal methods techniques such as model checking and synthesis to continuous settings in robotics requires a discrete abstraction of problems to enable description with a formal language. As mentioned earlier, the underlying formal language
used to define high-level specifications in this work is Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) (cf.
[7]). LTLMoP includes a parser that automatically translates English sentences from a
defined grammar [10] into LTL formulas. This allows users to define desired robot behaviors (including reactive behaviors) and specify assumptions on the environment’s
behavior using an intuitive descriptive language rather than the underlying formalism.
As shown in Fig. 1, LTLMoP takes as input a user-defined specification, a map of
the environment and a description of the robot sensors and actuators. The specification
1
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Fig. 1: Overview of LTLMoP architecture

is parsed into a formula of the form ϕ = (ϕe ⇒ ϕs ), where ϕe includes assumptions
about the sensor propositions, and thus about the behavior of the environment, and ϕs
represents the desired robot behavior. ϕ is in the subclass of LTL described in [12],
and the efficient algorithm introduced therein is used to synthesize an automaton that
implements the input specification with the described robot in the given environment.
The synthesis algorithm is implemented in the JTLV framework [13], with formulas
for the system and environment initial conditions, transitions and goals represented as
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs).
The created automaton is correct-by-construction: if a behavior can be achieved in
all environments satisfying the given assumptions, then the LTL formula describing
the behavior holds for every possible execution of the automaton. This implementing
discrete automaton is then viewed as a hybrid controller, wherein a transition between
states corresponds to the activation of one or more atomic continuous controllers that
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satisfy the bisimulation property [1] (e.g., the motion controllers are guaranteed to drive
the robot from one region to another regardless of the initial state within the region).
We refer the reader to [11] for a complete discussion of the hybrid controller, and
to [8] for a description of how atomic controllers are incorporated into the hybrid controller in LTLMoP. Finally, the synthesized hybrid controller can be embedded within a
simulator or used with physical robots (such as the Pioneer 3-DX depicted in Fig. 1).

3

Unsynthesizable Specifications and Undesirable Behavior

A specification ϕe =⇒ ϕs that does not produce a controller is either unrealizable
or unsatisfiable, and there are several possible reasons for either. In addition, if ϕe is
unsatisfiable, then all initial states are winning for the system, and so we do get an
automaton, but a trivial one consisting of all the initial states but no transitions. We
would like to identify this case, since the resulting behavior is probably not as intended.
With regards to unrealizability, we can just as well consider winning system strategies that prevent the environment from satisfying the formula ϕe . Overloading terminology, we say that the environment is unrealizable in this case. Note that if the environment is unrealizable, an otherwise unrealizable robot specification may be synthesizable
if the robot can win by preventing the environment from upholding its assumptions. In
fact, if the environment is unsatisfiable, every robot specification (even an unsatisfiable
one) is synthesizable. In the robotics domain, we would like to flag this case, since we
would like the robot to fulfill its goals rather than thwart the given environment.

(a)

Analyzing an unsynthesizable specification
Fig. 2

(b)

Trivially synthesizable spec.
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Listing 1 Excerpt of a fire-fighting scenario specification with corresponding LTL
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

Env starts with false
Robot starts with false
Robot starts in porch
If you were in porch then do not person
If you were in porch then do not
hazardous item
Do pick up if and only if you are sensing
hazardous item and you are not activating
carrying item
If you did not activate carrying item then
always not porch
Do radio if and only if you are sensing person
If you are activating radio or you were
activating radio then stay there

¬πperson ∧ ¬πhazardous item
¬πpick up ∧ ¬πdrop ∧ ¬πcarrying item
ϕporch
(ϕporch ⇒ ¬
πperson )
(ϕporch → ¬
πhazardous item )

0
2
0
2
0(2 π
⇔ (2 π
∧ ¬2π
))
0(¬π
→ ¬2ϕ
)
0(2 π ⇔ 2 π )
0((2 π ∨ π ) → ^(ϕ ⇔ 2 ϕ ))
01((¬π
∧ ¬π
)→ϕ
)
pick up

carrying item

hazardous item

carrying item

radio

radio

porch

person

radio

l

l

l

10 If you are not activating carrying item and
you are not activating radio then visit dining

4

carrying item

radio

dining

...

Analyzing a Specification in LTLMoP

Given an unsynthesizable specification in LTLMoP, we apply a series of simple checks
to determine which components of the corresponding LTL formula are flawed, trace
them back to their structured English counterparts, and highlight these in the Specification Editor. We identify unsatisfiability of the system and environment initial conditions,
single-step transitions, goals, and the conjunction of transitions and goals using boolean
satisfiability tests, without checking the LTL specification as a whole. As a result, some
unsatisfiable safety conditions are identified as unrealizable instead.
Consider the specification in Listing 1 from the fire-fighting scenario described in
[8]. Removing the environment safety requirement in line 4 makes the specification
unrealizable, because the environment can force the robot into a safety violation by
setting πperson to true in the porch. By line 8, this causes the robot to set πradio to
true in the next time step; line 9 then requires it to stay where it is (i.e.,
ϕporch ),
but line 7 requires ¬ ϕporch . The robot thus has no legal next state. Our analysis
determines that the system (robot) is unrealizable because the environment can force
a safety violation, and marks all safety sentences as in Fig. 2(a). Consider the same
specification, augmented with the (clearly unsatisfiable) environment safety condition,
Always person and not person ( (πperson ∧ ¬πperson )). Synthesis succeeds, but as noted in Fig.
2(b), the environment liveness is unsatisfiable and the generated automaton is trivial.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We have described a method for systematically analyzing the environment and system
components of autonomous robot control specifications. By exploiting the structure of
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the specification, we identify possible reasons for failure to create an implementing
robot controller. Our approach is implemented as part of the open source LTLMoP
toolkit. We enclose the synthesis in a layer of reasoning that identifies the cause of failure, enabling the user to target their attention to the relevant portions of the specification.
Once we identify a specification (or part thereof) as unsatisfiable or unrealizable, there
is still potential for further analysis. Future work will leverage existing techniques [2, 5,
6, 9] to isolate the source of failure and provide the user with comprehensive feedback,
including modifications to the input that would result in an implementing automaton.
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